April Employee of the Month
Winner: Steve Little
Nominator: Jim Adams

Jim Adams nominated Steve Little for April Employee of the Month. Steve has been integral to the success of the university and the Utilities department for decades. Under Steve's advice, technical expertise and vision several major systems have been renewed to assure the reliability of these mission critical systems. By example, between the early 80's and today, most major sections of the steam distribution system were overhauled. This involved multiple millions of dollars of investment all performed on an operating system, a living patient. These projects have also been in support of significant buildings on campus. Steve has assisted with every major Utilities supply side effort in the past several decades including major CHP upgrades in the mid 80's, steam cogeneration in 1987, lake source cooling in 2000 and not the combined heat and power plant.

Steve has spilt many a champagne bottle on recently laid black top in celebration of a project completed on time and within budget - that is before the students return for a new year at Cornell.